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1. Heating Problem - 1 

ISSUE:  
This problem happened in factory. 5 tools are operating in different departments. They 

complained that the tools get very hot ,so operators cannot hold them. We offered them 

790 series but they insisted to use 650 series. Tool is working with 3 N.m. Max screw-size 

is 4 mm but they are tightening 5.5 mm screw. 

Reply: 
a) Frequency of screw is higher than standard.  Duty Cycle: 1.0s ON, 3.0s OFF 

b) Overloading cause heating problem. 

FYI:    
1. There’re 3process cause energy-consuming – Start / Working / Shut-off 

2. There’re 3 protection  

      Stall protection (for Motor) –  

      When motor is abnormal stalled after start, screwdriver will stop  

      (tough working, less power) 

      Temperature protection (for PCB) –  

      When the operation temperature is higher (90˚C/194˚F), screwdriver will stop  

      (working frequency is higher)    

      Brake Error –  

      When abnormal brake signal appeared before start, screwdriver will stop 



1. Heating Problem - 2 

Question  

1. Change power from 1000W to 1500W can improve?  

      There’re 3process cause energy-consuming - Start / Working / Shut-off . When 

fastening and shut-off is normal, but temperature is higher, can change power to 

1500W.  It means increase the power, improve shut-off and heat situation.  It may 

extend the working time.   

 

2. All protections are suitable when reverse?  

    Yes, when screwdriver working, the protection is on, no mater it’s forward or reverse.  

LED 
(EA-BN2 & BN4 without LED) 

  
Temperature 

protection 
Stall protection Brake Error 

ISSUE  
Temperature of PCB is 

higher than 90˚C(194˚F), 
screwdriver will stop 

Moto don’t move,  
screwdriver will stop.  

When abnormal brake 

signal appeared before 

start, screwdriver will 
stop 

SOLVE 
Waiting the temperature 

lower to 80˚C(176˚F),  
Waiting around 10sec. 

Turn the BIT head to make 
the brake signal disappear 

LED STATUS LED“ is lit  
"LED“ flash around 

10sec. 
LED“ is lit 



2. Tool Selection 

ISSUE: 
How to select the right tools for right applications. What should be the criteria. Should we 

offer tools according to the tightening torque or screw size? 

REPLAY: 
Selection List:   

1) Torque (working torque is about 70~80% of MAX torque) 

    Ex: KTB630, torque range is 0.98~2.94 N.m.  The Max working torque is around   

    2~2.3N.m. So if working piece need 2.5N.m. should select KTB650, even the torque is  

    less than limitation. 

2) Screw size  

3) Tapping screw or Machine screw 

4)  Soft joint or any o-ring, glue or others screw together 

5)  Working materials   

6)  Frequency of working  

7) Temperature of working area 

FYI: 
EA-BK7 series motor has fan design. 



3. Tool Selection for Loosening Screws - 1 

ISSUE: 
What is the selection criteria for tools used for unscrewing screws. Should we offer tools 

according to the tightening torque, screw size, material etc.? 

REPLAY: 
 It's same as normal screwdriver selection 

 1) Torque (working torque is about 70~80% of MAX torque) 

 2) Screw size  

 3) Tapping screw or Machine screw 

 4) Soft join, any o-ring, glue or others screw together  

 5) Working materials  

 6) Frequency of working  

 7) Temperature of working area 

 



Current under Forward SHUT-OFF: 

 MAX: 7.60A  (Joint: SJ50) 

  Current under Reverse after shut off:  

MAX: 9.8A  (Joint: SJ50) 

  

Current under Forward w/o SHUT-OFF  

MAX: 7.60A  (Joint: SJ50) 

Current under Reverse before shut off:  

MAX: 7.8A  (Joint: SJ50) 

  

EA-BN419/CE6 

3. Tool Selection for Loosening Screws - 2 



4. Number of Screws in a Minute 

ISSUE: 
You suggest that max 15 screws should be tightened per minute. What happens if we 

tighten 25 screws per minute? What would be the long-term outcomes for the tool? 

REPLAY: 
Duty Cycle is 1.0s ON, 3.0s OFF,  If need to increase to screw to 25pcs per min, could 

have heating problem. If the temperature is higher than our sensor, the tool will stop until 

the temperature reduction. Another problem, the lift time of some parts will be lower, such 

as PCB, spring…  



5. Difference between 4 Pins and 6 Pins 

ISSUE: 
What is the difference between 4 pin and 6 pin tools? Can we use 4 pin tools with counter 

built-in power supplies? 

REPLAY: 
6 Pin tool has data transfer for communication. It's upgraded version.  

4 Pin tool is without communication pin, 4 Pin tool is suspended.  

COMMUNICATION PIN 

(RS485)  
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7. Using Not Appropriate Power Supplies with 

Screwdrivers - 1 

ISSUE: 
You have color coded selection guide for right power supplies for screwdrivers. If we use 

different power supply, what could go wrong? What would happen? For example, 

appropriate power supply for EA-BN630P/C6 is using SP-B40HL501T. However we tried to 

powering that screwdriver with SP-B32HL62T. As a result, speed of the tool was OK but 

max torque output was 2.2 N.m. What would happen if we continuously use EA-

BN630P/C6 to power SP-B32HL62T? What would be long term effects? 

REPLAY: 
a) In high scale, It won’t be shut-off, as the power not enough to drive the torque  

b) It will have heating problem  

c) Speed will Lower 

d) Since the speed is lower, the spring compression value becomes smaller  

    so torque may higher slightly.  

e) Components will wear and tear easily.  



7. Using Not Appropriate Power Supplies with 

Screwdrivers - 2 

Screw driver: EA-BN630LH,  Torque test in High speed.  

PWER SUPPLY Scale 1st (Nm) 2nd (Nm) 3rd (Nm) 4th (Nm) 5th (Nm) 

SP-B40HL501T 0 7.5 7.4 7.6 7.47 7.3 

High Speed (r.p.m.) 2 12.3 12.1 11.9 12.4 12.1 

F R 4 16.0 15.4 15.9 15.6 16.2 

Hi  1976 1978 6 19.4 19.2 19.6 19.9 20.1 

Lo 1418 1435 8 34.3 34.4 34.2 34.0 33.9 

SP-B32HL62T 0 7.0 7.1 7.5 7.6 7.5 

Speed (r.p.m.) 2 15.3 15.6 15.6 15.5 15.5 

F R 4 20.4 20.3 20.5 20.2 20.5 

Hi  1526 1529 6 27.9 27.8 27.9 28.0 27.8 

Lo 1114 1103 8 CAN’T SHUT-OFF  

Since the speed is lower, the spring compression value becomes smaller  

 so torque may higher slightly.  



8. Shut-off Multiple Times for One Screw 

ISSUE: 
Sometimes, after screw is tightened and tool automatically shuts-off, operator again shuts-

off the tool once or twice to be sure. As I recall there is also a function in the counter built-

in screwdrivers not to count those shut-offs for a period of time after first shut-off. Does 

multiple shut-off has any effects on the screwdriver? Does it cause any problem? 

REPLAY: 
For screwdriver, it’s no any problem. 

But for working piece, it depends on different material, so unable to know what will be 

happened.   

However, if connect power supply with screw counter, should set LL, or a shut-off will 

count a screw.  

Times 1 2 3 4 5 

Torque (N.m) 27.6 20.6 19.8 19.2 19.0 

Screw driver: EA-BN630LH, Scale: 6,  Tighten 5times, on same screw  



9. Average Lifetime of Screwdrivers and 

Maintenance Periods 

ISSUE: 
What is the average lifetime of screwdrivers? How many tightening do you foresee as a 

lifetime. We know different tightening torques means different lifetime. Maybe you can 

make a table for different factors affecting lifetime (torque, screw size etc.) 

REPLAY: 
Life time of screwdrivers: 2 million endurance tests    

During the test, we’ll stop few times to check internal parts and add lubricant on clutch.  

The torque may reduce because Spring will wear and tear as it’s consumer parts.      

 

Maintenance is according to the working condition.   

If a shift is 8hrs, and 2 or 3 shift per day, recommend to maintain the tool every 3month. 

 

If the working hour is less, suggest to maintain the tool two times per year.  

Brushless screwdriver only need to check clutch and gear have enough lubricant or not. 



10. Average Lifetimes for Inner Components 

ISSUE: 
What is the estimated lifetime for the components? For example estimated lifetime for the 

motor is 3.000.000 tightenings, for the PCB ### tightenings, etc. 

REPLAY: 

 

BRUSHLESS SCREWDRIVER:  

 
a) Motor: 3years based on working 8 hours per day or 9000 hours.  

 

b) Complete tool: One year w/o consumables parts # Spring, Housing, Screw,  Bits, Cable 

                                                                                     etc.  



11. Tool Stops without Shut-off 

ISSUE: 
Attached you will see a video named Stopping Problem. You will see that the tool stops but 

does not shut-off. Tool is not at its max torque? What could be the reason of this? How can 

we solve this? 

REPLAY: 

We determine the surge might affect brake signal for push start screwdriver.  

When we add 104 capacitance, the situation has improved.  

We add 104 capacitance as below so you can see before (w/o)  and after (w/capacitor) .  

Before After 

104 ceramic capacitor (0.1uF) 
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12. Elasticity of the Spring in the Clutch 

ISSUE: 
Torque adjustment is made by compressing and releasing the spring in the clutch system. 

There are 8 levels that we can adjust torque. Does the constant of elasticity of the spring 

change in time? That means in the beginning when we set the torque to level 4 tool 

tightens the screw with 2 N.m. In time, stiffness of the spring changes and we have to set 

the torque to level 6 to tighten the screw with 2 N.m. When should we change the spring? 

REPLAY: 
Attenuation is possible, however, it's not possible to have huge different as the example, 

unless some parts damaged 

If only attenuation a little, can adjusted torque ring to reach the torque. 

If it turns up to the scale 8, it’s limitation for motor, so need to change spring. 

But if turn up to scale 6, the torque is stable, don’t need to change spring.  



13. Working Time 

ISSUE: 
How long (how many hours) can the screwdriver be used in one day? 

REPLAY: 

Depends on the working piece, torque, the suitable elec. Screwdrivers.  

If choose the right tool on the suitable working condition, 24 hours is without 

problem.  

 



14. Pins on the Screwdriver 

ISSUE: 
We mentioned before that the pins on the screwdriver are weak and can be broken easily. 

We did not have this problem before. We gave some tools to A machine factory and they 

are using the screwdrivers quite rough. That means they move the screwdriver too much 

around to tighten the screws in different position and no pins we broken. Did you make any 

change that could affect the pins? Did you make any progress about enforcing the pins? 

REPLAY: 
6pin is current design.  If connect not tight, could cause pin damage.  Please refer to below 

photo can solve this issue.  

Please adjust the position of auxiliary cable as below photo.   It’s around 390mm from the 

top of connector to the position of auxiliary cable.  

Than the cable will connect the screwdriver more straight and will not move. 
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15. Short Cut Problem 

ISSUE: 
Factory informed us about this problem. They didn’t have it with B factory screwdrivers but 

with KILEWS. We want to learn about this incase it happens to B factory screwdrivers too. 

Normally power supply’s voltage outcome should be 24V or 32V according to the hi or low 

speed. Factory informed us that when they measure the supplied voltage they measured 

55V. They said that both the pins and the power supply burned out. 

REPLAY: 
It's lots reason could cause short-cut, normally the reason is overloading or hearting cause 

PCB damages.  But it’s not possible to 55V. 



16. Screws on the Housing 

ISSUE: 
Screw holes on the housing cracks after 2-3 times tightening. How can we avoid it? What 

can we do about the cracked housing? What should be the tightening torque of the 

housings. 

REPLAY: 

Change housing, if it’s creaked.    

How to avoid it, should adjust the torque to lower.   

Standard torque for housing 

1. For new housing 

     Tapping with 6.5kgs (0.65Nm)=> reverse => tighten with 4kgs (0.4Nm) to fix  

 

2. For replace 

      4kgs (0.4Nm) is enough  

MORE INFORMATION: 

We had made test with new materials of ESD, it’s better toughness. The next 

housing will be released soon.  

 



17. Heat Shrink Tube 

ISSUE: 
In order to avoid short-cut around the soldering of the pins, we suggested you to use heat 

shrink tube and sent you photo. What news about that? 

REPLAY: 

Yes, we always add shrink tube as below photo. 



18. Hi. Error 

ISSUE: 
Attached you will see a video named Hi Error. We gave 5 tools to factory and they all have 

this problem. As soon as we turn on the power supply, an error message (Hi.) appears on 

the screen of the screwdriver and it continuously buzzing. The torque is in the mid-level. 

Tool is not functioning. This problem stops when we change the clutch. 

REPLAY: 

Based on the video, please check the trigger, if the magnet missing.    

There is a magnet stick on 

the trigger which trigger off 

the motor to move. 



19. Gap on the Housing 

ISSUE: 
Attached you will see two photos named Housing Gap1 and Housing Gap2. The housing 

consists of two parts. When assembled together, there is a gap between two parts. With 

some screwdrivers the gap is so wide that you can see the inner components. This causes 

doubt to customers and they get alienated from our tools. Also small particles such as dust 

may enter the tool through this gap. 

REPLAY: 

Checking directly, if there are some things need to remind, when assembly.  



Time  Name 

Check 

PPT Edit. 2018/12/19 Ben 

PPT Edit. 2018/11/16 Anita 

 

Thank you! 
 Any question you may have, pls. contact our Service Div. 


